David Creedon
David Creedon was born in Cork and is best described
as a conceptual documentary photographer. His work
has been exhibited at national galleries and museums
in Europe and the United States and more recently
formed part of the Taylor Wessing exhibition at the
National Portrait Gallery London. Published extensively,
his work has appeared in some of the most prestigious
magazines worldwide including The Wall Street Journal,
Aesthetica, Eyemazing and Eight. The Irish Independent
has called him ‘Cork’s Vermeer’ while the Irish Times
has described his photographs as ‘meticulously made.
Ghosts of the Faithful Departed
Between 1949 and 1989 over 800,000 people emigrated
from Ireland. The peak was reached in 1955 when
55,000 young people left Irish shores. According to
the historian J.J. Lee, eighty per cent of people born
between 1931 and 1941 emigrated in the 1950’s. By the
end of that decade the population of the country fell to
2.8 million, the lowest ever recorded and led one author
to question; “Are we becoming the Vanishing Irish and
would we survive as a race if something wasn’t done to
stem the outflow”?
Those who stayed had to suffer continued hardships,
isolation & social exclusion. They watched as family
members and friends left while they stayed behind
to tend to the family farm and to help elderly parents.
In the years following the Second World War, Ireland
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experienced levels of emigration not seen since the
1880’s and the outflow threatened the very survival of the
country. Britain was rebuilding, and there was abundant
work in factories and construction while Ireland’s own
economy was at a decline. The rural communities were
decimated by the impact of emigration, for example
Leitrim saw a fall in its population of 38% between 1946
and 1961 a trend that continued up until 2002.
I was never really sure whether I found the Ghosts of the
Faithful Departed or if in fact they found me but in May
2005 I started to find old abandoned homes still with a
lot of contents inside. While visiting these unoccupied
houses I felt like an intruder disturbing the spirits that still
haunt every room. In some homes it looked as if the last
activity was the waking of the dead, the closing of the
door and the abandonment of the house. Non-existent
or faraway relatives simply left the house to the ravages
of time. It was possible to date the last occupancy
through observation of a calendar for example.
While looking at the scenes about me I felt I was
awakening ghosts from my childhood past and there
were times that the hair literally stood on the back of
my neck. Spurred by dusty damp newspaper articles or
mouldy-framed images memories came flooding back.
Ghosts of the Faithful Departed is out now in bookshops
and is published by the Collins Press.

